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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3257-Although James killed one of the 
adjudicators, his physical body had sustained many wounds in the process. 

The price he had to pay just to kill a single opponent was too great. 

James looked terrible. His hair was a mess and his body was full of bloody wounds. 

He called back the Infinity Steles with a thought. The Infinity Steles revolved around his 
body and put him at the center of a protective formation. 

Meanwhile, the Elemental Wheel hovered above his head. 

James flashed a grin. Blood kept flowing out of his mouth, but there was a smile on his 
face. 

Killing one of the Heaven’s Adjudicators was a great start. 

He scanned the surroundings for the other Heaven’s Adjudicators hidden within the 
space.novelebook His only option was to take them out one by one. 

The other Heaven’s Adjudicators predicted James’ next move. As such, they stayed 
away and avoided attacking him directly. They knew James’ boosted strength was only 
temporary and were trying to prolong the fight. 

As long as they could drag it out until the Ancestral God Rank Elixir’s effects wore off, 
they could easily kill James. 

Meanwhile, James quickly found his next target. 

The Heaven’s Adjudicator sensed James’ gaze and quickly fled into the distance. 

However, the distance was nothing to James with his current strength. 

James quickly chased after him. 

The Heaven’s Adjudicator fled to a planet. 

James did not hesitate and swung the Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword. A powerful Sword 
Energy flew out and headed directly at the massive planet. 

Boom!!! 

The planet several times bigger than the sun was destroyed as soon as the Sword 
Energy struck it, and meteorites immediately littered the area. 



The Heaven’s Adjudicator hiding within the planet had no choice but to reveal himself. 
As soon as he was exposed, he disappeared into the space with a flash. 

James used the Elemental Wheel to destroy the space. 

Just like glass, the space began to shatter to pieces. 

The Heaven’s Adjudicator was revealed once again. James dashed over with the Crepe 
Myrtle Divine Sword and appeared before him almost instantly. 

Before the Heaven’s Adjudicator could react, the Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword had 
already plunged into his body. 

Terrifying Sword Energy imploded within his body, tearing his body apart into Heaven’s 
Law shards. 

Before James could obliterate the shards of Heaven’s Law, a few fearsome Sword 
Lights shot through a gap between the Infinity Steles, aiming at him. 

James turned around and swung the Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword several times. 
nov,elebo,okCountless Sword Energies flew out and repelled the Sword Lights. 

Rumble!!! 

Explosions happened throughout the area, and it felt like the universe was about to 
collapse. 

Meanwhile, the Heaven’s Law shards quickly flew to a distance and reformed into the 
previously defeated Heaven’s Adjudicator. 

Fortunately, James had unleashed the Elemental Wheel. The Heaven’s Adjudicator that 
had just resurrected was obliterated once again. As soon as his body dispersed into 
shards, the Elemental Wheel’s powerful force destroyed them instantly. 

James finally took out another Heaven’s Adjudicator. 

After changing his strategy, James managed to kill two of Heaven’s Adjudicators 
consecutively. At that moment, his hope of victory grew stronger. 

“Haha!” 

James’ laughter resounded throughout the shattered space, 

The Heaven’s Adjudicators around him looked on sordidly. 

“His plan is to pick us apart one by one. If this continues, we’ll gradually be eliminated.” 



“The Ancestral God Rank Elixir is insanely powerful. Even though he doesn’t have a 
deep understanding of Cultivation Paths, his treasures also boast immense strength. 
With them, his combat strength is inexorable. We can’t fight him head-on right now and 
must keep dragging out this fight.” 

“The Ancestral God Rank Elixir’s effects will last for about a month.” 

“We shouldn’t delay this fight any further. Otherwise, we’re all going to die within a 
month.” 

“He’s already wounded, and we can kill him if we use our strongest skills at once. thuy 
The rest of the human race will be easy to deal with once we get rid of him.” 

The Heaven’s Adjudicators deliberated their next move among themselves. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3258-After the deaths of two of their comrades, 
the remaining Heaven’s Adjudicators began discussing a countermeasure. 

Meanwhile, the human powerhouses’ tense expressions relaxed significantly after 
witnessing James kill two Heaven’s Adjudicators. 

“James killed two of them. He’s off to a good start.” 

“However, he’s sustained quite a lot of injuries. It’s tough to recover from injuries dealt 
by the Scythes of Judgement.” 

Although things looked optimistic, a few human powerhouses were still worried. 

On the battlefield, James was covered in wounds. However, that hardly slowed him 
down. 

There was no telling how much longer the Ancestral God Rank Elixir’s power could last, 
and he had to get rid of the Heaven’s Adjudicators before the effects wore off. 

James looked around him, trying to find his next target. 

Unexpectedly, one Heaven’s Adjudicator took the initiative to attack him. 

The Infinity Steles protected James, but the Heaven’s Adjudicator had mastered the 
Space Path.novelebook He immediately disappeared from James’ sight 



Before James could react, the Heaven’s Adjudicator had already moved through space 
and appeared before him. 

The Heaven’s Adjudicator raised his Scythe of Judgement and slashed at James. 

Suddenly, several other Heaven’s Adjudicators appeared and attacked simultaneously. 

Their power sealed the surrounding space and caused time to stop. 

James immediately unleashed his Demonic Energy. Curse Inscriptions immediately 
surrounded him and formed a protective shield. 

Boom! 

Numerous Scythe of Judgements swung down at James but was blocked by the Curse 
Inscriptions. 

Although they resisted the attacks, the Curse Path Seal within his body was slightly 
damaged. 

After deflecting the attacks, James then vanished from sight. The next moment, 
countless shadows holding swords appeared in the surrounding space. 

The shadows charged at the Heaven’s Adjudicators. 

The Heaven’s Adjudicators quickly reacted and parried their attacks. 

Suddenly, the shadows combined and James reappeared before one of the Heaven’s 
Adjudicators, thrusting his sword through his body. 

The Heaven’s Adjudicator’s body scattered into shards of the Heaven’s Law. 

Before they could reform into a new body, countless Sword Energies darted over and 
destroyed them. 

James successfully killed off a third Heaven’s Adjudicator. 

The other Heaven Adjudicators continued to attack James with all their strength. A few 
even chose to self-destruct in order to kill James. 

The power of their detonation was comparable to the might of an Ancestral God. 

Although James had a formidable physical body, his body still sustained substantial 
damage from the force of their self-destruction. 

At that moment, James was bloodied and wounded. 



He had sustained grievous wounds from the force of the self destructive 
attacks.nov.ele.b.ook Fortunately, the number of opponents had decreased as well. 

While the fierce battle was still ongoing, a person suddenly appeared in the deepest 
part of the universe. 

It was none other than Winnie. 

Winnie stood far away from the battlefield. She hovered in space, and her long black 
hair trailed behind her. 

She looked at James, who was fighting fiercely on the battlefield, then took a few steps 
forward. 

“Dad.” 

After departing to travel the universe, she coincidentally traveled back to the Primeval 
Age and became an Ancestral God. 

It had been a long time since she last saw James. 

She had almost forgotten how he looked. 

As soon as she saw James, thuy she felt her emotions welling in her heart. 

Although she came to the battlefield, she did not interfere rashly and watched from afar. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3259-A void split open before Winnie and a 
beautiful woman walked out. 

It was Melinda. 

Melinda said, “You’re here, Winnie. James is already heavily injured. The Heaven’s 
Adjudicators have chosen to self-destruct to kill James. James won’t be able to wipe 
them out by himself if things go on like this.” 

“Let’s fight together.” 

Melinda looked at Winnie and said, “Although I’m only a Quasi Ancestral God right now, 
my soul is still that of an Ancestral God. novelebook I’m capable of fending off three to 
five of them. Since you’re an Ancestral God as well, you should be able to fight at least 
ten of them. We can help lighten James’ burden.” 



Winnie hesitated. 

Melinda persuaded her. “There’s no time to hesitate. If you delay any longer, the effects 
of the Ancestral God Rank Elixir might wear off. By then, we won’t have a chance to 
emerge victorious even if you involved yourself.” 

“Should I really interfere?” Winnie frowned in concern. 

She worried about her actions. 

Winnie was a Heaven’s Adjudicator, and she would be going against the Heavenly 
Path’s will if she participated in the battle. 

While Winnie was contemplating, James was injured by another strike from a Scythe of 
Judgement. One of his hands was almost severed, and blood gushed out. 

James used his strength to forcibly heal the injury and reconnect his arm. 

However, the wound was not completely healed. It was impossible for him to treat the 
wound in such a short time. 

Seeing James sustain such severe injury, Winnie could not bear it any longer. She 
immediately flashed into the battlefield behind James. 

“Dad.” 

She appeared on the battlefield and called out to James. 

After evading the attack of a Heaven’s Adjudicator, James heard a familiar voice. 
nove.leb.ook He immediately turned around and was surprised to see Winnie. 

He immediately shouted, “Winnie? What are you doing here? It’s very dangerous. You 
need to leave now.” 

Winnie walked through space and stood before James. 

“Dad.” 

The other Heaven’s Adjudicators were stunned to see Winnie. 

“Winnie?!” 

“Why is she here?” 

“Didn’t she choose to seal herself away and make a vow not to interfere in the fate of 
humanity?” 



The Heaven’s Adjudicators present were shocked to see her. All of them recognized 
Winnie. 

Winnie stood before James, and her eyes glistened sadly upon seeing the injuries all 
over James’ body. 

Crystaline teardrops rolled down her cheeks. 

She remembered the time when she was still a weak cultivator. Her motive for getting 
stronger back then was to help James overcome his obstacles. 

“I’m here to help, Dad.” 

A smile formed on Winnie’s tear-stained face. 

“You?” James was startled. 

Suddenly, James sensed an extremely powerful force emanating from Winnie. Then, a 
black scythe appeared in her hands. 

After summoning her weapon, Winnie’s aura rose and immediately surpassed their 
surrounding opponents’. 

Swoosh! 

Another figure appeared. 

Melinda stood beside them on the battlefield. 

“I’m also here to help, James.” Melinda appeared before James with a rapier in hand. 

James cast a glance at Winnie, then turned to Melinda. Then, his gaze returned to 
Winnie. 

He asked in disbelief, “Winnie, you’re already an Ancestral God?” 

Winnie nodded with teary eyes. 

“What are you doing, Winnie?” 

A furious voice came from the distance. 

“Have you forgotten the oath you’ve made? Do you still remember your promise to our 
Macrocosm Ancestral God?” 



Winnie turned to the Heaven’s Adjudicator and replied softly, “It’s true I’m one of 
Heaven’s Adjudicators. However, I’m also a human. James is my father, so how am I 
supposed to stand by and watch my father fight alone?” 

“Even if I die, and my actions are beyond redemption, I must participate in this battle. 

“My father was the one who gave life to me, and I owe all I have to him.” 

Winnie’s declaration echoed through the area. 
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terms with the consequences she would have to face. 

The surrounding Heaven’s Adjudicators looked on disapprovingly. They were not 
expecting Winnie to appear and protect James, who was heavily injured and on the 
brink of defeat. 

Winnie was a Heaven’s Adjudicator, but she was different from the ones confronting 
James. 

Radomir personally selected the other Heaven’s Adjudicators, and their strength came 
from him. 

However, Winnie was chosen by the Heavenly Path itself. The Scythe of Judgement 
she possessed was capable of arbitrating against injustice. 

On the other hand, Melinda was currently a Quasi Ancestral God, but used to be an 
Ancestral God in the past. novelebook Therefore, her Soul Power was at the Ancestral 
God Rank. 

The sudden participation of two more powerhouses made the Heaven’s Adjudicators all 
sport tense expressions. 

James still had not recovered from the shock of seeing his daughter. 

From what he remembered, it had not been long since Winnie left on her 
adventures.nov.eleb.ook He was surprised that Winnie could develop into such a 
powerful being in such a short period, and her strength matched his under the effects of 
the Ancestral God Rank Elixir. 

“You’re an Ancestral God?” 



James looked at Winnie standing before him. 

Winnie’s pretty face beamed with a smile. Then, she replied. “Dad, let’s fight together 
and wipe out these unjust Heaven’s Adjudicators. We shall return humanity to a time of 
peace and prosperity.” 

“Let’s go, Winnie!” 

James shouted passionately in response. With an Ancestral God like Winnie aiding him, 
James’ morale soared, and he felt much more at ease. 

“I’m here to fight as well.” 

Melinda stepped forward and said, “Although my current strength is only at a Quasi 
Ancestral God, I should be able to take on a few of them.” 

“Haha!!!” 

James laughed in delight. 

The odds were initially against his favor. 

He assumed that he would have to fight his numerous opponents alone. Now that he 
had Winnie and Melinda fighting by his side, he felt relief wash over him. 

So what if he died here? 

James gripped the Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword, and his aura was boosted immensely. 

Winnie held on to her Scythe of Judgement, and a powerful force emerged from the 
weapon, startling the Heaven’s Adjudicators. 

“Let’s attack together.” 

One of Heaven’s Adjudicators ordered loudly. “Since things have come to this, all we 
can do is give our all to take them down!” 

Then, he shouted, “Kill them!!!” 

Immediately afterward, the surrounding Heaven’s Adjudicators attacked together. 

Winnie and Melinda immediately charged forward and fended off their opponents. 

James also leaped into battle and unleashed thousands of Sword Energies from the 
Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword. 



His dazzling Sword Energies illuminated the dark space. 

The blinding Sword Energies were mesmerizing and insanely powerful. 

Their strength was superior to a Quasi Ancestral God, and the Heaven’s Adjudicators 
responded cautiously. They summoned their weapons to their hands and repelled the 
incoming Sword Energies. 

Once again, James singled out one of his enemies. 

Swoosh! 

The Infinity Steles charged directly at one of the Heaven’s Adjudicators. 

The Infinity Steles enlarged to a height of 10,000 meters, hurtling down at the Heaven’s 
Adjudicator with destructive strength. 

The Heaven’s Adjudicator was powerful, and continuously swung his Scythe of 
Judgement to repel the oncoming attacks. 

Suddenly, the Heaven’s Adjudicator’s body flickered and disappeared into space. 

Then, he appeared in front of James the next moment and attempted to strike 
him.novelebook A series of Sword Lights emerged and formed a spatial cage around 
James. 
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